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Abstract  

 

The main aim of this paper is to study the disc with different 

drill pattern, drill size, angle between consecutive drills and 

varying thicknesses, keeping internal and external diameters 

constant. The purpose of doing such analysis is to optimize 

the disc for enough structural strength in loading condition so 

that it may withstand the brake force without undergoing any 

deformation or damage. A steady-state structural analysis with 

complete load on disc brakes through brake calliper is 

performed using the finite element analysis module of 

Autodesk Inventor Professional 2015. The numerical 

simulation for the structural behaviour of disc brake is 

obtained and post processing were done to obtain the best 

combination under loading condition.  The computational 

results are presented for the distribution of equivalent stress, 

total deformation, factor of safety alongwith weight of the 

disc.Along with this a working model is being made to study 

the construction of working of a hydraulic disc braking system 

and how loads are applied on the disc during braking 

condition. 

Keywords: Disc Brake, FEA. Structural Analysis, drill size 

 

Introduction 

 

The braking process is in fact the matter of energy balance. 

The aim of braking system is to transform mechanical energy 

of moving vehicle into the some other form, which results by 

decreasing of vehicle speed. The kinetic energy is transformed 

into the thermal energy, by using the dry friction effects and, 

after that, dissipated into the surroundings 

 

 

A brake is a mechanical device which inhibits motion. Most 

commonly brakes use friction to convert kinetic energy into 

heat. Brakes are generally applied to rotating axles or wheels. 

When the brake pedal of a modern vehicle with hydraulic 

brakes is pushed, ultimately a piston pushes the brake pad 

against the brake disc which slows the wheel down. On the 

brake drum it is similar as the cylinder pushes the brake shoes 

against the drum which also slows the wheel down. The disc 

brake or disk brake is a device for slowing or stopping the 

rotation of a wheel while it is in motion. 

A brake disc (or rotor) is usually made of cast iron. This is 

connected to the wheel and/or the axle. To stop the wheel, 

friction material in the form of brake pads is forced 

mechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically or 

electromagnetically against both sides of the disc. Friction 

causes the disc and attached wheel to slow or stop. Brakes 

convert motion to heat, and if the brakes get too hot, they 

become less effective, a phenomenon known as brake fade. If 

we keep using brakes  to stop the vehicle. the rotors or drums 

stay hot and get no chance to cool off. At some point they 

can't absorb any more heat so the brake pads heat up instead. 

In every brake pad there is the friction material that is held 

together with some sort of resin and once this starts to get too 

hot, the resin starts to vapourise, forming a gas. Because the 

gas can't stay between the pad and the rotor, it forms a thin 

layer between the two whilst trying to escape. The pads lose 

contact with the rotor, reducing the amount of friction. This 

type of brake fade was more common in older vehicles. 

Newer vehicles tend to have less outgassing from the brake 

pad compounds but they still suffer brake fade. So why? It's 

still to do with the pads getting too hot. With newer brake pad 

compounds, the pads transfer heat into the calipers once the 

rotors are too hot, and the brake fluid starts to boil forming 

bubbles in it. Because air is compressible (brake fluid isn't) 

when you step on the brakes, the air bubbles compress instead 

of the fluid transferring the motion to the brake calipers. 

Hence  modern brake fade. 

A solution to this could be cross drilled or grooved brake 

rotors. 

There are following types of  rotor  

1: Basic brake rotor (not grooved or drilled).  

2: Grooved  

3: Grooved, drilled rotor.  

4: Dual ventilated rotors 

 

The overall aim of this research is to develop a fully coupled 

thermo-mechanical FE Model to investigate brake system 
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stability that includes the structural deformation of the brake 

components when subject to thermal effects. The study will 

consider three major aspects in the modeling of the brake 

squeal phenomenon. These are the development of validated 

3-dimensional FE models through free-free modal analysis, 

non-linear thermo-mechanical contact pressure analysis and 

parametric studies based on the brake design. 

 

Literature Review 

 

Many investigations have been done on design of automobile 

components. Some of them are: 

 

F.E.Kennedy et. al developed the numerical and experimental 

methods applied to tribology. He improved the techniques for 

Finite Element Analysis of sliding surface temperature, 

Synchronizers have the task of minimizing the speed 

difference between the shifted gearwheel and the shaft by 

means of frictional torque before engaging the gear. 

Temperature can be attributed the most significant influence 

on the tribology of synchronizing systems. The Finite Element 

Method was applied to simulate the thermal behaviour of a 

synchronizing system depending on different operating 

conditions. A result of this simulation is the spatial and time-

dependent temperature distribution in the area of contact. the 

friction and wear pattern depends on temperature of contact 

area. The calculation of the temperature in the contact area 

provides a basis for a classification of the load conditions in 

terms of their thermal and tribological effect.[1] 

 

J.Y.Lin et. al  developed  radial transient heat conduction in 

composite hollow cylinders with the temperature-dependent 

thermal conductivity was investigated numerically by using 

anapplication of the Laplace transform technique combined 

with the finite element method (FEM) or with the finite 

difference method (FDM). The domain of the governing 

equation was discretized using the FEM or FDM. The 

nonlinear terms were linear zed by Taylor's 

series approximation. The time-derivatives in the linear zed 

equations were transformed to the corresponding algebraic 

terms by the application of the Laplace transform. The 

numerical inversion of the Laplace transform was applied to 

invert the transformedtemperatures to the temperatures in the 

physical quantity. Since the present method was not 

a time-stepping procedure, the results at a specific time can be 

calculated in the time domain without any step-by-step 

computations[5] 

 

J.Brilla et. al generalized variation principles in the sense of 

the Laplace transform for visco elastic problems were derived. 

Then mathematical theory of visco elasticity in generalized 

Hardy spaces and in weighted anisotropic Sobolevspaces and 

spectral theory of corresponding non-self adjoint operators 

was elaborated. Finally the Laplace transform FEM for 

numerical analysis of time-dependent problems of the 

mathematical physics was proposed and analysed.[6] 

 

S. V. Tsinopoulos et. al an advanced boundary element 

method was appropriately combined with the fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) to analyse general axisymmetric problems in 

frequency domain electrodynamics. The problems were 

characterized by axisymmetric geometry and non-

axisymmetric boundary conditions. Boundary quantities were 

expanded in complex Fourier series in the circumferential 

direction and the problem was efficiently decomposed into a 

series of problems, which were solved by the BEM for the 

Fourier boundary quantities, discretizing only the surface 

generator of the axisymmetric body.[7]. 

 

A.Floquet et. al determined of temperature distribution and 

comparison of simulation results and experimental results in 

the disc by 2D thermal analysis using axisymmetric model. 

The influence of initial velocity and deceleration on cooling of 

the brake disc was also investigated. A Finite-element method 

was developed for determining the critical sliding speed for 

thermo elastic instability of an axisymmetric clutch or brake. 

Linear perturbations on the constant-speed solution were 

sought that vary sinusoidally in the circumferential direction 

and grow exponentially in time. The algorithm was tested 

against an analytical solution for a layer sliding between two 

half-planes and provided excellent agreement, for both the 

critical speed and the ,migration speed[10]. 

 

R. A. Burton et. al showed the thermal deformation in 

frictionally heated contact wheel mounted on disc brakes was 

exposed to severe non-symmetrical mechanical and thermal 

loads. The paper described the design process for two high-

performance, hub mounted discs of different size and duty. 

Among the topics reviewed were mechanisms of frictional 

heating and the distribution of heat during sliding friction, the 

measurement and analysis of surface and near surface 

temperatures resulting from frictional heating, thermal 

deformation around sliding contacts and the changes in 

contact geometry caused by thermal deformation and thermo 

elastic instability, and the thermo mechanical stress 

distribution around the frictionally heated. and thermally 

deformed contact spots. The paper concludes with a 

discussion of the influence of the thermal and thermo 

mechanical contact phenomena on wear, thermo cracking and 

other modes of failure of sliding mechanical components.[3] 

 

M. Comninou et. al: determined the stability boundary for the 

thermo elastic contact of a rectangular elastic block sliding 

against a rigid wall in the presence of a pressure dependent 

thermal contact resistance. The solution was obtained by 

comparing the expression for the perturbed boundary 

condition including frictional heating with that for purely 

static loading, already solved by Yeo and Barber. The critical 

sliding speed was obtained as a function of the temperature 

difference imposed between the wall and the free end.[9] 

 

J. R. Barber et. al: developed a procedure based on the Radon 

transform and elements of distribution theory, to obtain 

fundamental thermo elastic three-dimensional (3D) solutions 

for thermal and/or mechanical point sources moving steadily 

over the surface of a half space. Our solution technique fully 

exploits as auxiliary solutions the ones for the corresponding 

plane-strain and anti-plane shear problems by reducing the 

original 3D problem to two separate 2D problems. In 

particular, the auxiliary plane-strain problem was completely 
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analogous to the original problem, not only with regard to the 

field equations but also with regard to the boundary 

conditions[8] 

. 

K..Lee et. al thermo elastic instability in an automotive disk 

brake system was investigated experimentally under drag 

braking conditions. The onset of instability was clearly 

identifiable through the observation of non-uniformities in 

temperature measured using embedded thermocouples. A 

finite-element method was developed for determining the 

critical sliding speed for thermo elastic instability of an axis 

symmetric clutch or brake. Linear perturbations on the 

constant-speed solution were sought that vary sinusoid ally in 

the circumferential direction and grow exponentially in time. 

The algorithm was tested against an analytical solution for a 

layer sliding between two half-plane and gave excellent 

agreement, for both the critical speed and the migration 

speed.[2] 

 

CALCULATIONS 

 

For heat dissipation purposes, cross drilling is still used on 

some braking components, but is not favored for racing or 

other hard use as the holes are a source of stress cracks under 

severe conditions. Discs may also be slotted, where shallow 

channels are machined into the disc to aid in removing dust 

and gas. Some discs are both drilled and slotted. Slotted discs 

are generally not used on standard vehicles because they 

quickly wear down brake pads. 

Stress generation and heat dissipation are the two big factors 

for the design of disc brake. If the disc is simply solid the 

stress concentration will be minimum but the capacity to 

dissipate the heat will be minimum and if the holes are done 

into the disc then the stress concentration will increase but the 

heat dissipation rate will also increase. So if we will drill in 

the disc, the disc may fail due to structural loading and if the 

disc will not drilled the heat dissipation will not be proper so 

that also disc may fail. So there is an optimization is needed 

always to design the disc for any vehicle 

 

The Disc has been optimized for a virtual vehicle of 415 kg, 

maximum speed 60kmph with braking distance 8 meters.  

 

Brake force calculation  

It deals with the calculation of the net braking force available 

at the discs. In this we would analyze how the small amount 

of force applied on the brake pedal amplifies and finally a 

considerably large force is available at the discs. It would 

involve the concepts of pressure and moment. For this task 

firstly we would calculate the Mechanical Advantage and the 

force at the push rod. The diagrammatic represented as 

follows 

 

 
          Fig 1.representation of forces on brake pedal 

 

Where, F2= Force Applied by the driver , 

F1= Force at the push rod of master cylinder , 

r2 = Distance of the pedal from pivot  

,r1 = Distance of push rod from pivot , 

Q = Angle rotated , 

T = Travel of the Pedal  

V.S. = Vertical Shift in push rod 

 Now to calculate the force at the push rod we have (as per our 

diagram) 

F2= 500 N (Applied by driver, assumption) 

 r1 = 10 cm , r2 = 25 cm 

 Now to find out F1, 

F2 * r2 = F1 * r1  

F1 = F2 * (r2/r1) 

 F1 = 500 * (25/10) 

 F1 = 1250 N 

 The ratio of F1: F2 is known as the Mechanical Advantage. It 

is equal to the ratio of r1:r2. So the Mechanical Advantage in 

this case is 2.5 

Further for the calculation of braking force we have- 

 

 
 

Fig 2.Representation of forces on master cylinder and caliper 

 

Where, 

 P1 = Pressure at the Master Cylinder Piston,  

A1 = Cross Sectional Area of the Piston,  

A2= Cross Sectional Area of Caliper Piston,  

Fav = Brake Force Available 

We know, Pressure = Force/Area 

 P1= F1/A1 

 P1=1250/ (π/4xdmp 2 ) 

 P1=1250/ (π/4x242 ) = 1250/452.3893 

 P1= 2.7631N/mm2 or kPa 

Now as from Pascal’s Law the same pressure will be 

transferred to the caliper piston by the brake fluid in the brake 

lines. Now force at caliper piston is, 

 Fav= P1 * A2  
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 Fav= 2.7631 * (π/4xdcp 2 ) 

 Fav= 2.7631 * (π/4x272 ) = 2.7631 * 572.5552 

 Fav= 1582 N  

So the force available at one piston is 1582 N 

Since there are two pistons per caliper  

so the Net Force = 3164 N 

 

Braking time calculation 

 Let the top speed of a vehicle is 60 Kmph & Stopping 

distance is 8 meter, if vehicle takes “t” sec to stop .From 3rd 

equation of motion; 

 v 2 = u 2 -2aS 

Here 

 v = top speed of vehicle, 

 u = speed after braking, 

 S = stopping distance,  

a = deceleration due to braking  

(60*5/18)2 = 0 - 2*a*8 

a = -23.148 m/s2  

From  1st equation of motion; 

 v = u-at 

 (60*5/18) = 0-(-*23.148)*t  

or; t = 0.96 s let 1 sec 

 

Calculation of Torque 

 

 There are 2 energies at a instant to which the braking force 

have to oppose for braking of vehicle; 

1. Translational energy; E1 = (1/2) m [(v1) 2- (v2) 2 ]  

2. Rotational energy; E2 = (1/2) I [(ω1) 2- (ω2) 2 ]  

Total energy; E = E1+ E2 

 E = (1/2) m [(v1) 2- (v2) 2 ] + (1/2) I [(ω1) 2 - (ω2) 2 ] 

 Here; 

 m = mass of vehicle i.e. 415kg 

 v1 = top speed of vehicle i.e. 60 Kmph  

 v2 = speed of vehicle after braking i.e. 0 Kmph (for max         

torque and heat generation) 

 = 0.5*415* (60*5/18)2 + 0.5*1.651* (0.1075)2 * (26.247)2 

 = 57645.46 Joule  

 So, total power generated in braking 

 P = E/t 

 P = 57645.46 watt 

 From 

 P= 2 n*T(total)/60 So;  

T(total)= 2198.47 N-m 

 torque at each wheel,  

T = (T (total) /4) = 549.59 N-m = 550 N-m  

Here; 

 P = total power of vehicle on all four wheels, 

 T(total) = total torque of vehicle 

 

Heat flow input calculation 

Energy absorbed or heat generated is given by;  

E = Hg = µ* Rn* v  

Here;  

Hg = heat generated due to braking  

 µ = coefficient of friction 

 Rn = Normal force acting at contact surface 

 v = peripheral velocity of disc 

The heat generated may also be obtained by considering the 

amount of kinetic and rotational energy which is being 

absorbed during braking. During braking some major energy 

of vehicle absorb between brake pad and disc and some 

fraction of it absorbed by tire and road. The energy 

distribution depends on road-tire adhesion and coefficient of 

friction between disc and brake. 

According to different road conditions the friction between 

road and Tire are different so asphalt road typehas been taken. 

Basically the friction b/w the tire & road is taken 0.6. So; if E 

is the total energy of vehicle, the fraction of loss between Tire 

& road is 0.6E so that the power loss between disc and brake 

shoe will be 0.4E. 

Thus; 

 power loss between brake shoe and disc, i.e.  

Ploss = 0.4P 

 = 0.4*57645.46 

 = 23058.18 Watt 

Thus power loss on every wheel will be;  

P loss pw = 23058.18/4 =5764.545 Watt 

But the major reason of heat generation is the friction of 

coefficient between the brake shoe and disc. Generally 

asbestosis uses as the make shoe material. And the coefficient 

of function between the asbestos and gray cast iron is 0.4. So 

that the 0.4% fraction will change into heat. Thus heat 

generated per disc will be,  

Hg = 0.4 * 5764.545 = 2305.818 watt 

 

Finite Element Analysis 

A range of parameters have been taken including 

Thickness: 3mm – 5mm i.e. (3mm, 3.5mm, 4mm, 4.5mm, 

5mm ) 

Drill size: 6mm-10mm i.e. (6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm)  

Angle between drills: 0° – 20° i.e. (0°, 5°, 10°, 20°)  

Drill pattern: 9-18 i.e. (9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,18) 

Which leads to 1250 combinations of parameters. 

 

The simulation has been done on Autodesk 

 

PROCEDURE 

 Build the model 

 
                                Fig. 3 Drawing of Disc 

Outer diameter of disc = 215 mm 

 Inner diameter of disc =121mm  

Inner diameter of rotor =107mm 

Drill diameter =8mm  

Disc thickness = 3mm  

Angle between the consecutive drills = 0° 
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Apply boundary conditions 

To apply boundary condition on the disc torque had been 

applied on the disc and wo pressures on the patch area. And 

the disc can only rotate about Z-axis i.e. central axis of the 

disc. 

 
                     Fig. 4 Boundary condition of disc 

 

 

Material definition ‘ 

 

Gray cast iron is used as the material of disc. 

 
                  Fig.5 Material properties for Gray cast iron 

 

Solution 

 

 Meshing Before solving the system it is necessary to define 

the mesh size and mesh type to get the most approximate 

result. The mesh details are; 

 

 
                       Fig.6 Meshing settings 

Results 

 

 After applying boundary conditions and meshing the system 

is solved. After solving the system some results are 

considered for further study. The parameters led to 1250 

configurations .Out of which 33 best configurations were 

selected whose factor of safety was greater than 4.25. After 

doing the structural loading test. .Both structural and thermal 

test in a combined way is conducted to  find the best 

configuration among these 33 configurations. 

 

 Finite Element Analysis on ANSYS Workbench 11.0  

 After getting 33 configurations from parametric solution of 

Autodesk Inventor .Those 33 samples are simulated on Ansys 

Workbench 11.0 for combined thermal and structural testing.  

The Results of 33 configuration are 
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The results for each configuration are compared and the most 

suitable criteria for selection is factor of safety. The factor of 

safety is maximum for configuration 19 i.e. disc thickness 

5mm, angle between consecutive drills 15°, drill diameter 

7mm, no of circular pattern 10. The factor of safety for that 

disc is 1.9518 

 

 
 

                                Configuration 19 

 

 
                              

                             Fig.7 equivalent stress 

 

 
                                     Fig.8 Total deformation 

 
                                  Fig.9 Temperature distribution 

 

 
                                    Fig.10Total heat flux 

 

 
                                       Fig.11 Factor of safety 

 

CONCLUSION 

Thus we see that in actual conditions the braking energy 

converts into the heat energy and store into the disc so for 

effective braking the heat dissipation should be higher and for 

that the surface area should be higher, drilling a hole pattern 

increases the surface area but decreases the strength of the 

disc can cause failure of disc so that an optimisation is needed 

between structural strength and heat dissipation of the disc. In 
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this paper a number of configuration have been simulated and 

find out the best one. Thus the same method can use for other 

vehicles. 
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